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Less Costly 
There are other less real versions of friendship. The less real are 

less because they are less costly, less committed, less disruptive, 

less scary, less gritty, less gutsy, and less out of our control than 

real friendship.  But here’s the rub. Less real versions of 

friendship are also less rich. 

-Scotty Smith

WEEK ONE

Digital 

• Fans/followers replace 
friends. 

• Self-disclosure only flows 
one way. 

• Other? 

Transactional 

• You’re a means to an end.   

• I’m using you for something 
(selfie posts, schoolwork, 
make me feel better about 
myself) 

• My goals take priority over 
our the flourishing of others.  

One dimensional 

• Revolve’s around 1 interest.  

• (hobby, work, enemy, 

school, religious beliefs).

• Prioritize sameness so views 

and convictions are never 

challenged and blind spots 

are never uncovered. 

BEFRIEND 
Fake | Real | And Absurd

FAKE FRIENDSHIP
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Costly, But Real 
David, Jonathan, and Mephibosheth.  

I am distressed for you, my brother Jonathan; very pleasant have 
you been to me; your love to me was extraordinary, surpassing the 
love of women.

2 Samuel 1:26  

“To love at all is to be vulnerable. Love anything and your heart 
will be wrung and possibly broken. If you want to make sure of 
keeping it intact you must give it to no one, not even an animal. 
Wrap it carefully round with hobbies and little luxuries; avoid all 
entanglements. Lock it up safe in the casket or coffin of your 
selfishness. But in that casket, safe, dark, motionless, airless, it 
will change. It will not be broken; it will become unbreakable, 
impenetrable, irredeemable.”  

     -CS Lewis 

Real friendship happens when we move towards 
people we’re most tempted to avoid.   

How to Befriend like this. 
John 4 / Rom 5:8 info@wacopianogallery.com

Expand your US.  

Order is Everything. 
 1) I do not condemn you.  2) Now leave your life of sin.  

WEEK ONE

Discussion Questions 

• Which of the FAKE Friendships 
do you fall into? 

• Why are they so comfortable? 

• Why do they feel empty? 

• What do you expect of your 
friends online? 

• Tell a positive friendship 
experience.   

• Why is it that the costlier the 
friendship the deeper?  

• Where is your greatest 
opportunity to Expand your 
US?   

• Is there someone who needs to 
hear a hopeful verdict, to be 
surprised by warmth and 
welcome, to be forgiven and 
loved?  


